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Orphan sources are radioactive sources that have escaped institutional control, i.e.,
sources that have been lost, stolen, or abandoned. The Health Physics Society
believes that the orphan source problem is a radiation safety issue of high priority
needing national and international attention. The Society makes the following
recommendations regarding orphan sources:
1. A restructuring of the present system for the retention, transfer, and disposal of
unwanted radioactive sources is needed so that it encourages prompt and proper
transfer, storage, or disposal of such sources. So long as disposal options remain
limited, there should be provisions for the prompt collection of unwanted sources and
their storage at centralized secure facilities pending final decisions on their disposition.
We recommend that this be the responsibility of a single federal agency. Federal
agencies and the States, together with other radiation safety organizations, should work
with safety and trade organizations to disseminate information on source disposition
options to licensees. In particular, this educational effort should be directed toward
licensees who have had little contact with federal and state regulators and have minimal
radiation safety programs.
2. The previous and successive recommendations are prospective and will take several
years to implement. We recommend that actions be taken by Federal and State
regulatory agencies to prevent existing radioactive sources from becoming orphaned as
well as to correct the problem with vulnerable sources.

Such actions should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing procedures for recovery and safe transport of orphan sources.
Creating temporary repositories where orphan sources may be stored safely
and securely until disposition occurs.
Developing national transport interception levels for these purposes.
Developing a confidential national tracking system for licensed sources.
Requiring financial surety for licensed sources.
Enforcing license conditions on all licensed sources.
Overhauling the radioactive materials licensing process for sources that
could become orphaned consistent with the paragraphs above and below.
Working to have these measures adopted internationally.

3. Federal and State regulatory agencies should fully implement the ICRP and NCRP
principle of justification. They should examine the practicality of adopting as licensing
policy the principles of justification, whereby: (1) there is documentation of the net
benefit from the use of the radiation/radioactivity being licensed; and, (2) potential users
examine alternative technologies that are technically and economically feasible and
whose alternative use would result in an equal or greater net benefit than from the use
of the radiation/radioactivity.
4. Federal funding for these new initiatives as well as for existing ones should be a high
priority. Congress should emphasize this through budget resolution statements that
specifically support and direct Federal agency programs to address the orphan source
problem.
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